The success of deep convolutional neural networks in the domains of computer vision and speech recognition has led researchers to investigate generalizations of the said architecture to graphstructured data. A recently-proposed method called Graph Convolutional Networks has been able to achieve state-of-the-art results in the task of node classification. However, since the proposed method relies on localized first-order approximations of spectral graph convolutions, it is unable to capture higher-order interactions between nodes in the graph. In this work, we propose a motif-based graph attention model, called Motif Convolutional Networks, which generalizes past approaches by using weighted multi-hop motif adjacency matrices to capture higher-order neighborhoods. A novel attention mechanism is used to allow each individual node to select the most relevant neighborhood to apply its filter. We evaluate our approach on graphs from different domains (social networks and bioinformatics) with results showing that it is able to outperform a set of competitive baselines on the semi-supervised node classification task. Additional results demonstrate the usefulness of attention, showing that different higher-order neighborhoods are prioritized by different kinds of nodes.
HONE: Higher-Order Network Embeddings
• Weighted Motif Graph: Given a network G and a network motif H t 2 H , form the weighted motif adjacency matrix W t whose entries (i, j) are the co-occurrence counts of nodes i and j in the motif H t : (W t ) i j = number of instances of H t that contain nodes i and j. In the case of using HONE directly with a weighted motif adjacency matrix W, then
The number of paths weighted by motif counts from node i to node j in k-steps is given by
• Motif Transition Matrix: The random walk on a graph W weighted by motif counts has transition probabilities
where w i = Õ j W i j is the motif degree of node i. The random walk motif transition matrix P for an arbitrary weighted motif graph W is dened as:
where D = diag(We) = diag(w 1 , w 2 , . . . ,w N ) is a N ⇥ N diagonal matrix with the motif degree w i = Õ j W i j of each node on the diagonal called the diagonal motif degree matrix and ⇥ ⇤ T 
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, deep learning has made a significant impact on the field of computer vision. Various deep learning models have achieved state-of-the-art results on a number of vision-related benchmarks. In most cases, the preferred architecture is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). CNN-based models have been applied successfully to the tasks of image classification [21] , image super-resolution [19] , and video action recognition [10] , among many others. CNNs, however, are designed to work for data that can be represented as grids (e.g., videos, images, or audio clips) and do not generalize well to graphs -which have more irregular structure. Due to this limitation, it cannot be applied directly to many realworld problems whose data come in the form of graphs -social networks [31] or collaboration/citation networks [24] in social network analysis, for instance.
A recent deep learning architecture, called Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [20] approximates the spectral convolution operation on graphs by defining a layer-wise propagation that is based on the one-hop neighborhood of nodes. The first-order filters used by GCNs were found to be useful and have allowed the model to beat many established baselines in the semi-supervised node classification task [20, 42] .
However, in many cases, it has been shown that it may be beneficial to consider the higher-order structure in graphs [6, 25, 33, 35, 46] . In this work, we introduce a general class of graph convolution networks which utilize weighted multi-hop motif adjacency matrices [33] to capture higher-order neighborhoods in graphs. The weighted adjacency matrices are computed using various network motifs [33] . Fig. 1 shows an example of the node neighborhoods that are induced when we consider two different kinds of motifs, showing that the choice of motif can significantly alter the neighborhood structure of nodes.
Our proposed method, which we call Motif Convolutional Networks (MCN), uses a novel attention mechanism to allow each node to select the most relevant motif-induced neighborhood to integrate information from. Intuitively, this allows a node to select its one-hop neighborhood (as in classical GCN) when its immediate neighborhood contains enough information for the model to classify the node correctly but gives it the additional flexibility to select an alternative neighborhood (defined by higher-order structures) when the information in its immediate vicinity is too sparse and/or noisy for good classification.
The aforementioned attention mechanism is trained using reinforcement learning which rewards choices (i.e, actions) that consistently result in a correct classification.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a model that generalizes GCNs by introducing multiple weighted motif-induced adjacencies that capture various higher-order neighborhoods.
• We introduce a novel attention mechanism that allows the model to choose the best neighborhood for each node to integrate information from.
• We demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method by comparing against strong baselines on graphs from two different domains (social network and bioinformatics). In particular, we observed a gain of up to 5.6% over the next best method on graphs which did not exhibit homophily.
• We demonstrate the usefulness of attention by showing how different nodes prioritize different neighborhoods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a review of related literature. We then introduce the details of our proposed approach in Section 3. We discuss important experimental results in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in the last section.
RELATED LITERATURE
Neural Networks for Graphs Initial attempts to adapt neural network models to work with graph-structured data started with recursive models that treated the data as directed acyclic graphs [11, 39] . Later on, more generalized models called Graph Neural Networks (GNN) were introduced to process arbitrary graph-structured data [13, 37] .
Recently, with the rise of deep learning and the success of models such as recursive neural networks (RNN) [15, 48] for sequential data and CNNs for grid-shaped data, there has been a renewed interest in adapting some of these approaches to more general graph-structured data.
Some work introduced architectures tailored for more specific problem domains [9, 23] -like NeuralFPS [9] which is an end-to-end differentiable deep architecture which generalizes the well-known Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm for molecular graphs -while others defined graph convolutions based on spectral graph theory [17] . Another group of methods attempt to substitute principled-yetexpensive graph convolutions using spectral approaches by using approximations of such. For instance, Defferrard et al. [8] used Chebyshev polynomials to approximate a smooth filter in the spectral domain while GCNs [20] further simplified the process by using simple first-order filters.
The model introduced by Kipf and Welling [20] has been shown to work well on a variety of graph-based tasks [20, 29, 45] and has spawned variants including [1, 42] . We introduce a generalization of GCN [20] in this work but we differ from past approaches in two main points: first, we use weighted motif-induced adjacencies to expand the possible kinds of node neighborhoods available to nodes, and secondly, we introduce a novel attention mechanism that allows each node to select the most relevant neighborhood to diffuse (or integrate) information.
Higher-order Structures with Network Motifs Network motifs [25] are fundamental building blocks of complex networks; investigation of such patterns usually lead to the discovery of crucial information about the structure and the function of many complex systems that are represented as graphs. Prill et al. [32] studied motifs in biological networks showing that the dynamical property of robustness to perturbations correlated highly to the appearance of certain motif patterns while Paranjape et al. [30] looked at motifs in temporal networks showing that graphs from different domains tend to exhibit very different organizational structures as evidenced by the type of motifs present.
Multiple work have demonstrated that it is useful to account for higher-order structures in different graph-based ML tasks [3, 28, 33, 46] . DeepGL [34] uses motifs as a basis to learn deep inductive relational functions that represent compositions of relational operators applied to a base graph function such as triangle counts. Rossi et al. [33] proposed the notion of higher-order network embeddings and demonstrated that one can learn better embeddings when various motif-based matrix formulations are considered.
Yang et al. [46] defined a hierarchical motif convolution for the task of subgraph identification for graph classification. Sankar et al. [36] , on the other hand, proposes a graph convolution method designed primarily for heterogeneous graphs which utilizes motifbased connectivities. In a recent work, Morris et al. [28] has shown that standard GNN architectures such as GCN have the same expressiveness as the 1-dimensional WL graph isomorphism heuristic and hence both approaches suffer from similar shortcomings. They propose a generalization using higher-order structures for the task of graph classification. 
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Our work differs from previous approaches [28, 33, 34, 36, 46] in several key points. Specifically, in contrast to [28, 33, 34, 46] , we propose a new class of higher-order network embedding methods which utilizes a novel motif-based attention for the task of semisupervised node classification. The proposed method generalizes previous graph convolutional approaches [20, 42] . Also, unlike [36] , we focus primarily on homogeneous graphs. Attention Models Attention was popularized in the deep learning community as a way for models to attend to important parts of the data [4, 26] . The technique has been successfully adopted by models solving a variety of tasks. For instance, it was used by Mnih et al. [26] to take glimpses of relevant parts of an input image for image classification; on the other hand, Xu et al. [44] used attention to focus on task-relevant parts of an image for the image captioning task. Meanwhile, Bahdanau et al. [4] utilized attention for the task of machine translation by fixing the model attention on specific parts of the input when generating the corresponding output words.
There has also been a surge in interest at applying attention to deep learning models for graphs. The work of Velickovic et al. [42] used a node self-attention mechanism to allow each node to focus on features in its neighborhood that were more relevant while Lee et al. [22] used attention to guide a walk in the graph to learn an embedding for the graph. More specialized methods of graph attention models include [7, 14] with Choi et al. [7] using attention on a medical ontology graph for medical diagnosis and Han et al. [14] using attention on a knowledge graph for the task of entity link prediction. Our approach differs significantly, however, from previous approach in that we use attention to allow our model to select task relevant neighborhoods.
APPROACH
We begin this section by introducing the foundational layer that is used to construct arbitrarily deep motif convolutional networks. When certain constraints are imposed on our model's architecture, the model degenerates into a Graph Attention Network (GAT) [42] which, in turn, generalizes a GCN [20] . Because of this, we briefly introduce a few necessary concepts from [20, 42] before defining the actual neural architecture we employ -including the reinforcement learning strategy we use to train our attention mechanism.
Notation
We use upper-case bold letters to denote matrices, lower-case bold letters to represent vectors, and non-bold italicized letters for scalars. Frequently used notation is summarized in Table 1 .
Graph Self-Attention Layer
A multi-layer GCN [20] is constructed using the following layerwise propagation:
Here,Ã = A + I N is the modified adjacency matrix of the input graph with added self-loops -A is the original adjacency matrix of the input undirected graph with N nodes while I N represents an identity matrix of size N . The matrixD, on the other hand, is the diagonal degree matrix ofÃ (i.e.,D i,i = jÃi, j ). Finally, H (l ) is the matrix of node features inputted to layer l while W (l ) is a trainable embedding matrix used to embed the given inputs (typically to a lower dimension) and σ is a non-linearity. The termD − 1 2ÃD − 1 2 in Eq. 1 produces a symmetric normalized matrix which updates each nodes representation via a weighted sum of the features in a node's one-hop neighborhood (the added self-loop allows the model to include the node's own features). Each link's strength (i.e., weight) is normalized by considering the degrees of the corresponding pair of nodes. Formally, at each layer l, node i integrates neighboring features to obtain a new feature/embedding via:
where ì h (l ) i is the feature vector of node i at layer l, with fixed weights
, and N (Ã) i is the set of i's neighbors defined by the matrixÃ -which includes itself.
In GAT [42] , Eq. 2 is modified with weights α that are differentiable or trainable and this can be viewed as follows,
The attention vector a in Eq. 3 is a trainable weight vector that assigns importance to the different neighbors of i allowing the model to highlight particular neighboring node features that are more task-relevant.
Session: Long -Graph Nerual Network I Layer 3
Layer 2 Layer 1 Input Figure 2 : We can view a GCN [20, 42] as a message-passing algorithm. Each additional layer in a GCN allows the model to integrate information from a wider neighborhood. We illustrate this from the perspective of a target node (in gray). The target node integrates information from its one-hop neighbors (in orange) in layer 3. Previously, in layer 2, the orange nodes integrated information from their own one-hop neighborhood. Thus the target node also receives information from its two-hop neighbors (in blue). Similarly, in layer 1, the blue nodes integrated information from their immediate neighbors which results in the target node receiving information from its three-hop neighbors (in green). Image best viewed in color. Figure 3 : A researcher (target node) may have collaborated on various projects in visualization and theory. However, his main research focus is ML and he collaborates closely with lab members who also work among themselves. (a) If we simply use the target node's one-hop neighborhood, we may incorrectly infer his research area; however, (b) when we limit his neighborhood using the triangle motif, we reveal neighbors connected via stronger bonds giving us a better chance at inferring the correct research area. This observation is empirically shown in our experimental results. Illustration best viewed in color.
Using the formulation in Eq. 3 with Eqs. 1 and 2, we can now define multiple layers which can be stacked together to form a deep GCN (with self-attention) that is end-to-end differentiable. The initial input to the model can be set as H (1) = X, where X ∈ R N ×D is the initial node attribute matrix with D attributes. The final layer's weight matrix can also be set accordingly to output node embeddings at the desired output dimensions. Figure 2 illustrates how an L-layer GCN (or GAT) enables a node to integrate information from its L-hop neighborhood. We see that this is done via repeated propagation via each nodes' one-hop neighborhood, layer by layer. Also, the size of the final neighborhood that information is propagated through is equivalent to the depth of the model. • Weighted Motif Graph: Given a network G and a network motif H t 2 H , form the weighted motif adjacency matrix W t whose entries (i, j) are the co-occurrence counts of nodes i and j in the motif H t : (W t ) i j = number of instances of H t that contain nodes i and j. In the case of using HONE directly with a weighted motif adjacency matrix W, then
is a column vector corresponding to the i-th row of P. For directed graphs, the motif out-degree is used. However, one can also leverage the motif indegree or total motif degree (among other quantities). The motif transition matrix P represents the transition probabilities of a non-uniform random walk on the graph that selects subsequent 
Convolutional Layer with Motif Attention
We observe that both GCN and GAT rely on the edge-defined onehop neighborhood of nodes (i.e.,Ã in Eq. 1) to propagate information. However, it may not always be suitable to apply a single uniform definition of node neighborhood for all nodes. For instance, we show an example in Fig. 3 where a node can benefit from using a neighborhood defined using triangle motifs to keep only neighbors connected via a stronger bond which is a well-known concept from social theory allowing us to distinguish between weaker ties and strong ones via the triadic closure [12] .
where A t is defined as follows:
(A t ) i, j = # of motifs of type H t which contains both i and j.
In this paper, we use a loose definition for motifs and it can also mean induced subgraphs (e.g., graphlets or orbits [2] ). Motifs of sizes 2-4 are shown in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 1 , neighborhoods defined by different motifs can vary significantly. Furthermore, the weights in a motif-induced adjacency A t can also vary as motifs can appear in varying degrees of frequency between different pairs of nodes.
Motif Matrix Functions.
Each of the calculated motif adjacencies A t ∈ A can now be potentially used to define motif-induced neighborhoods N (A t ) i with respect to a node i. While Eq. 3 defines self-attention weights over a node's neighborhood, the initial weights in A t can still be used as reasonable initial estimates of each neighbor's "importance. "
Hence, we introduce a motif-based matrix formulation as a function Ψ : R N ×N → R N ×N over a motif adjacency A t ∈ A similar to [33] . Given a function Ψ, we can obtain motif-based matrices A t = Ψ(A t ), for t = 1, · · · ,T . Below, we summarize the different variants of Ψ that we chose to investigate.
• Unweighted Motif Adjacency w/ Self-loops: In the simplest case, we can constructÃ (here on, we omit the subscripts t for brevity) from A by simply ignoring the weights:
But, as mentioned above, we lose the initial benefit of leveraging the weights in the motif-induced adjacency A.
• Weighted Motif Adjacency w/ Row-wise Max: We can also choose to retain the weighted motif adjacency A without modification save for added row-wise maximum self-loops. This is defined as follows:Ã
where M is a diagonal square matrix with M i,i = max 1≤j ≤N A i, j . Intuitively, this allows us to assign an equal amount of importance to a self-loop consistent with that given to each node's most important neighbor.
• Motif Transition w/ Row-wise Max: The random walk on the weighted graph with added row-wise maximum self-loops has transition probabilities P i, j =
. Our random walk motif transition matrix can thus be calculated bỹ
where, in this context, the matrix D is the diagonal square degree
M is defined as above. Here,Ã i, j = P i, j or the transition probability from node i to j is proportional to the motif count between nodes i and j relative to the total motif count between i and all its neighbors.
• Absolute Motif Laplacian: The absolute Laplacian matrix can be constructed as follows:
Here, the matrix D is the degree matrix of A. Note that because the self-loop is a sum of all the weights to a node's neighbors, the initial importance of the node itself can be disproportionately large.
• Symmetric Normalized Matrix w/ Row-wise Max: Finally, we calculate a symmetric normalized matrix (similar to the normalized Laplacian) via:Ã
Here, based on the context, the matrix D is the diagonal degree matrix of A + M.
K-
Step Motif Matrices. Given a step-size K, we further define K different k-step motif-based matrices for each of the T motifs which gives a total of K × T adjacency matrices. Formally, this is formulated as follows:
, for k = 1, · · · , K and t = 1, · · · ,T
where
When we set K > 1, we allow nodes to accumulate information from a wider neighborhood. For instance if we choose to use Eq. 4 (for Ψ) and use an edge as our motif,Ã (k ) (we omit the motif-type subscript here) then captures k-hop neighborhoods of each node. While, in theory, usingÃ (k) is equivalent to using a k-layer GCN or GAT model, extensive experiments by Abu-El-Haija et al. [1] have shown that GCNs don't necessarily benefit from a wider receptive field as a result of increased model depth. This may be for reasons similar as to why skip-connections are needed in deep architectures since the signal starts to degrade as the model gets deeper [16] .
As another example, we set Ψ to Eq. 6. Now for an arbitrary motif, we see that (Ã (k ) ) i, j encodes the probability of transitioning from node i to node j in k steps.
While the K-step motif-based adjacencies defined here share some similarity to that of Rossi et al. [33] we would like to point out that there is an important distinction with our formulation. In particular, since graph convolutions integrate a node's own features via a self-loop we needed to define reasonable weights for the selfloops in the weighted adjacencies (i.e., the diagonal) so that a node's information is not "overpowered" by its neighbors' features.
Motif Matrix Selection via Attention.
Given T different motifs and a step-size of K, we now have K ×T motif matrices we could use with Eq. 1 to define layer-wise propagations. A simple approach would be to implement K × T independent GCN instances and concatenate the final node outputs before classification. However, this approach may have problems scaling when T and/or K is large which makes it unfeasible.
Instead, we propose to use an attention mechanism, at each layer, to allow each node to select a single most relevant neighborhood to integrate or accumulate information from. For a layer l, this can be defined by two functions f l :
where S l is the dimension of the state-space for layer l. The functions' outputs are softmaxed to form probability distributions over {1, · · · ,T } and {1, · · · , K }, respectively. Essentially, what this means is that given a node i's state, the functions recommend the most relevant motif t and step size k for node i to integrate information from.
Specifically, we define the state matrix encoding node states at layer l as a concatenation of two matrices:
where W (l ) ∈ R N ×D l is the weight matrix that embeds the inputs to dimension D l , Ψ(A)H (l ) W (l ) is the matrix containing local information obtained by doing a weighted sum of the features in the simple one-hop neighborhood for each node (from the original adjacency A), and C ∈ R N ×C is a motif count matrix that gives us basic local structural information about each node by counting the number of C different motifs that each node belongs to. We note here that C is not appended to the node attribute matrix X and is not used for prediction. Its only purpose is to capture the local structural information of each node. C is computed once. Let us consider an arbitrary layer. Recall that f (for brevity, we omit subscripts l) produces a probability vector specifying the importance of the various motifs, let ì f i = f (ì s i ) be the motif probabilities for node i. Similarly, let ì f ′ i = f ′ (ì s i , ì f i ) be the probability vector recommending the step size. Now let t i be the index of the largest value in ì f i and similarly, let k i be the index of the largest value in ì f ′ i . In other words, t i is the recommended motif for i while k i is the recommended step-size. Attention can now be used to define an N × N propagation matrix as follows:
. . .
This layer-specific matrixÂ can now be plugged into Eq. 1 to replacẽ A. What this does is it gives each node the flexibility to select the most appropriate motif t and step-size k to integrate information from. Figure 5 : An example of a 2-layer MCN with N = 11 nodes, step-size K = 2, and T motifs. Attention allows each node to select a different motif-induced neighborhood to accumulate information from for each layer. For instance, in layer 1, the node v N considers neighbors (up to 2-hops) that share a stronger bond (in this case, triangles) with it.
which maps each node to one of J class labels in J = {1, · · · , J }, our goal is to train a classifier that can predict the label of all the nodes. Given a subset T ⊂ V, or the training set of nodes, we can train an L-layer MCN (the classifier) using standard cross-entropy loss as follows:
where Y v j is a binary value indicating node v's true label (i.e.,
Y v j = 1 if ℓ(v) = j, zero otherwise), and H (L+1) ∈ R N ×L is the softmaxed output of the MCN's last layer. While Eq. 13 is sufficient for training the MCN to classify inputs it does not tell us how we can train the attention mechanism that selects the best motif and step-size for each node at each layer. We define a second loss function based on the REINFORCE rule:
Here, R v is the reward we give to the system (R v = 1 if we classify v correctly, R v = −1 otherwise). The intuition here is this: at the last layer we reward the actions of the classified nodes; we then go to the previous layer (if there is one) and reward the actions of the neighbors of the classified nodes since their actions affect the outcome, we continue this process until we reach the first layer. Please refer to [26] for a more detailed explanation of the REINFORCE rule for reinforcement learning. There are a few important things to point out. In practice, we use an ϵ-greedy strategy when selecting a motif and step-size during training. Specifically, we pick the action with highest probability most of the time but during 1 − ϵ instances we select a random action. During testing, we choose the action with highest probability. Also, in practice, we use dropout to train the network as in GAT [42] which is a good regularization technique but also has the added advantage of being a way to sample the neighborhood during training to keep the receptive field from growing too large during training. Finally, to reduce model variance we can also include an advantage term (see Eq. 2 in [22] , for instance). Our final loss can then be written as:
We show a simple (2-layer) example of the proposed MCN model in Fig. 5 . As mentioned, MCN generalizes both GCN and GAT. We list settings of these methods in Table 2 .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Semi-supervised node classification
We first compare our proposed approach against a set of strong baselines (including methods that are considered the current stateof-the-art) on three well-known graph benchmark datasets for semi-supervised node classification. We show that the proposed method is able to achieve state-of-the-art results on all compared datasets. The compared baselines are as follows:
• MLP: Standard fully-connected multi-layer perceptron. The model does not take into account graph structure and takes directly as input node features.
• LP [49] : Semi-supervised method based on Gaussian random fields which places both labeled and unlabeled samples on a weighted graph with weights representing pair-wise similarity.
• ICA [24] : A structured logistic regression model which leverages links between objects.
• ManiReg [5] : A framework that can be used for semi-supervised classification which uses a manifold-based regularization. • DeepWalk [31] : An unsupervised network embedding approach which uses the skip-gram algorithm to learn node embeddings that are similar for nodes that share a lot of links.
• Chebyshev [8] : A graph convolution approach which uses Chebyshev polynomials to approximate a smooth filter in the spectral domain.
• Planetoid [47] : A method which integrates graph embedding techniques into graph-based semi-supervised learning.
• MoNet [27] : A geometric deep learning approach that generalizes CNNs to graph-structured data.
• GCN [20] : A method which approximates spectral graph convolutions using first-order filters.
• GAT [42] : Generalization of GCNs with added node-level self-attention.
• MCN (this paper): Our proposed graph attention model with motif-based attention.
Datasets.
We compare all baselines using three established benchmark datasets, these are: Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed. Specifically, we use the pre-processed versions made available by Yang et al. [47] . The aforementioned graphs are undirected citation networks where nodes represent documents and edges denote citation; furthermore, a bag-of-words vector capturing word counts in each document serves as each node's feature. Each document is assigned a unique class label. Following the procedure established in previous work, we use only 20 nodes per class for training [20, 42, 47] . Again, following previous work, we take 1,000 nodes per dataset for testing and utilize an additional 500 for validation [1, 20, 42] . We use the same train/test/validation splits as defined in [20, 42] . Statistics for the datasets is shown in Tab. 3.
Setup.
For Cora and Citeseer, we used the same 2-layer model architecture as that of GAT consisting of 8 self-attention heads each with a total of 8 hidden nodes (for a total of 64 hidden nodes) in the first layer, followed by a single softmax layer for classification [42] . Similarly, we fixed early-stopping patience at 100 and ℓ 2 -regularization at 0.0005. For Pubmed, we also used the same architecture as that of GAT (first layer remains the same but the output layer has 8 attention heads to deal with sparsity in the training data). Patience remains the same and similar to GAT, we use a strong ℓ 2 -regularization at 0.001.
We further optimized all models by testing dropout values of {0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65}, learning rates of {0.05, 0.005}, step-sizes K ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and motif adjacencies formed using combinations of the following motifs: edge, 2-star, triangle, 3-star, and 4-clique (please refer to Fig. 4 for illustration of motifs). Self-attention learns to prioritize neighboring features that are more relevant and the motif-based adjacencies derived from Ψ (Eqs. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] can be viewed as reasonable initial estimates of selfattention. We select the initialization that yields the best result. Finally, we adopt an ϵ-greedy strategy (ϵ = 0.1).
We note that for classification, our model uses exactly the same amount of information and the same number of model parameters as GAT [42] for fairness of comparison. The motif attention mechanism uses some additional trainable parameters to allow each node to select motifs but these parameters are separate from that of the classification network.
Comparison.
For all three datasets, we report the classification accuracy averaged over 15 runs on random seeds (including standard deviation for methods that report these). A summary of the results is shown in Table 4 . We see that our proposed method achieves superior performance against all compared baselines on all three benchmarks. On the Cora dataset, the best model used a learning rate of 0.005, dropout of 0.6, and both the edge and triangle motifs with step-size K = 1. For Citeseer, the learning rate was 0.05 and dropout was still 0.6 while the only motif used was the edge motif with step-size K = 2. However, the second best model for Citeseer -which had comparable performance -utilized the following motifs: edge, 2-star, and triangle. Finally, on Pubmed, the best model used learning rate 0.05 and dropout of 0.5. Once again, the best motifs were the edge and triangle motifs on K = 1.
One interesting observation that can be made is the fact that the triangle motif is consistently used by the top models on all the datasets. This highlights an important advantage of MCN over past approaches (e.g., GCN & GAT) which are not able to handle neighborhoods based on higher-order structures such as triangles.
The results indicate that it can be beneficial to consider stronger bonds (friends that are friends themselves) when selecting a neighborhood.
Our experimental results show that we can improve model performance simply by relaxing the notion of node neighborhoods by allowing the model to choose attention-guided motif-based neighborhoods. We argue that the performance gain from this subtle but important change is significant especially since both MCN and GAT use an equal number of parameters for classification.
We also conducted some experiments on a random version of MCN which does not use attention to select motif-based neighborhoods. From our tests, we find that the method cannot outperform MCN with attention and the performance drops especially if there is a large number of motifs.
Comparison on Networks with Heterophily
The benchmark datasets (Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed) that we initially tested our method on exhibited strong homophily where nodes that share the same labels tend to form densely connected communities. Under these circumstances, methods like GAT or GCN that use a first-order propagation rule will perform reasonably well. However, not all real-world graphs share this characteristic and in some cases the node labels are more spread out. In this latter case, there is reason to believe that neighborhoods constructed using different motifs -other than just edges and triangles -may be beneficial.
We test this hypothesis by comparing GAT and GCN against MCN on two graphs from the DD dataset [18] . Specifically, we chose two of the largest graphs in the dataset: DD-6 and DD-7with a total of 4, 152 and 1, 396 nodes, respectively. Both graphs had twenty different node labels with the labels being quite imbalanced.
We stick to the semi-supervised training regime, using only 15 nodes per class for training with the rest of the nodes split evenly between testing and validation. This makes the problem highly challenging since the graphs do not exhibit homophily. Since the nodes do not have any attributes, we use the WL algorithm (we initialize node attributes to a single value and run the algorithm for 3 iterations) to generate node attributes that capture each node's neighborhood structure [38] as in previous work [41] .
For the three approaches (GCN, GAT, and MCN), we fix earlystop patience at 50 and use a two-layer architecture with 32 hidden nodes in the first layer followed by the softmax output. We optimized the hyperparameters by searching over learning rate in {0.05, 0.005}, ℓ 2 regularization in {0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001}, and dropout at {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6}. Furthermore, for MCN, we considered combinations of the following motifs {edge, 2-star, triangle, 4-path-edge, 3-star, 4-cycle, 4-clique} and considered K-steps from 1, · · · , 4. Since there are multiple classes and they are highly imbalanced, we report the Micro-F1 score averaged over 10 runs. A summary of the results are shown in Table 5 . These results demonstrate the effectiveness of MCN for realistic graphs that lack strong homophily. In particular, motif attention is shown to be extremely valuable as MCN achieves a 5.6% gain over the next best method for DD-7.
For DD-6, the best method utilized all motifs except for the 4path-edge with K = 1 while in DD-7 the best approach used the edge, triangle, and 4-clique motifs with K = 4. In both cases, the model utilized multiple motifs.
Visualizing Motif Attention
We ran an instance of MCN (K = 1) on the Cora dataset with the following motifs: edge, 4-path, and triangle. Fig. 7 shows the nodes from two of the larger classes (class 3 and class 4) with each node colored by the motif that was selected by the attention mechanism.
Three important and interesting observations can be made here, we summarize them below.
• First, we find evidence of the model taking advantage of the flexibility provided by the attention mechanism to select a different motif-induced neighborhood for each node. We Nodes are colored to indicate the motif selected by the motif attention mechanism in the first layer. The motifs are: edge (blue), 4-path (red), and triangle (green). We observe that the nodes near the fringe of the cluster -particularly in (b) -tend to select the 4-path allowing them to aggregate information from a wider neighborhood. On the other hand, nodes that choose the triangle motif are fewer in number and can be found in the denser regions where it may be helpful to take advantage of stronger bonds. Image best viewed in color.
observe that all three types of motifs are selected and the model is not simply "defaulting" to a single type. Since our model can generalize to GAT [42] , it can very well choose to just utilize the edge-based connections for every node if the other motif-based neighborhoods were not necessary.
• Second, we note that nodes that chose the triangle motif appear predominantly in denser parts of the cluster. This shows that it can be beneficial in these cases to consider the many strong bonds in the dense parts (especially if these nodes also share connections with nodes from other classes, e.g., there is noise). For class 3, we observe 3 nodes selecting the neighborhood based on the triangle motif while more than 20 nodes chose the triangle motif for class 4.
• Lastly, we notice that nodes at the fringe of the cluster often prioritized the 4-path motif. This is quite intuitive since this allows the fringe nodes to aggregate information from a wider (4-hop) neighborhood which is useful since they are more separated from the other nodes in the same class.
Runtime on Large-scale Datasets
In the paper, we report semi-supervised classification results for smaller datasets as these are the standard graph benchmarks used by previous work [20, 42, 47] and also because these datasets have ground-truth node labels. However, the approach is fast and scalable for larger graph data. We demonstrate this in experiments on several large real-world social networks. We benchmark a sparse implementation of our proposed method on three large real-world social networks: Delicious, Youtube-Snap, and LastFM 1 . For reference, we also include Cora. The statistics for these datasets are shown in the Tab. 6.
In our tests, we used the architecture of the model which performed the best in previous experiments. Specifically, we used a two-layer MCN with 8 self-attention heads (each with 8 hidden nodes) in the first layer and a softmax binary classification layer in the second layer. We tested the model with the following motifs: edge, triangle, and 4-clique. These were shown to give good performance in all our previous tests with K = 1 and weighted motif adjacencies. Finally, we used 5% of the total number of nodes for training and used an equal number for validation and testing. Since the graphs do not have corresponding node attributes, we randomly generated 50-dimensional node features for each node. Likewise we also assigned random class labels to the nodes.
We report the average one-time training runtime (over five runs) of our model when run for 400 epochs -which we have found in previous experiments to be sufficient in most cases for convergence. All experiments were performed on a MacBook Pro with 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 processors and 16GB of RAM.
The plot in Fig. 6 shows the one-time training cost for the model on four large real-world datasets. Once the model is trained, the parameters can be loaded and prediction can be performed in O(1) or constant time. We observe that training time does not exceed 21 hours for any of the datasets which is reasonable especially since the experiments were conducted on a standard work laptop. Also, the increase in runtime seems to be roughly linear with respect to the number of edges in the graph which is helpful since many real-world graphs are quite sparse [40] .
CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced a new class of higher-order network embedding methods which generalizes both GCN and GAT. The proposed model utilizes a novel motif-based attention for the task of semi-supervised node classification. Attention is used to allow different nodes to select the most task-relevant neighborhood to integrate information from.
Experiments on three citation (Cora, Citeseer, & Pubmed) and two bioinformatic (DD-6 & DD-7) benchmark graphs show the advantage of the proposed approach over previous work. We also show experimentally that different nodes do utilize attention to select different neighborhoods, indicating that it may be useful to consider various motif-defined neighborhoods. In particular, we found that neighborhoods defined by the triangle motif seemed to be especially useful. Finally, we benchmark a sparse implementation of MCN on several large real-world graphs and showed that the method can be run reasonably fast on large-scale networks.
